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ABSTRACT

In order to overcome catastrophic optical damage(COD), decoupled confinement heterostructure(DCH) featuring abroadened

waveguide andthin carrierbiock layers havebeen developed. I)ue to decoupling ofcarner and optical confinement, aDCH laser

can be designed more flexibly than a conventional separated confinement heterostructure (SCH) laser, i.e., laser diodes can be

designed with a variety of gain coupling flictor r , quantum-well number N, keeping the beam divergence angle constant.

COD level ofvarious DCH laseis with uncoated icet was examined in 5Otsec pulse opemtion and ibliowing results weie

obtained; COD was normalizedby equivalent vertical beam width d/ F (where d is thickness ofquantum-well) and COD level

of 980nm InciaAs quantum-well lasers was twice as high asthat of86Onm GaAs quantum-well lasers, i.e., 100-1 1OmW/im for

InGaAs-QW and 4O-5OmW/im for GaAs-QW in the case of d/ F -1 . So, COD level can be manage in DCH scheme.

Epitaxial stmctuie has been optimized thiough the high-power pethrmance of gain guided multi-mode laseis. The CW

maximum power 6.3W was attained for 5Ojtm aperture and 9.5W for lOOjim aperture, which was limited by thermal saturation.

Liletest was carned out for5Opim aperture devices at the condition of5O°C-1 OW. All 14 devices were operating over 13,000hrs

without failure. The median life was estimated to be more than one hundred thousand hours at 50°C.

Real index guided structure was fabricated with a multi-step MOVPE epitaxial growth. Stable fabrication could be possible

even in a conventional process, since chemically active Al-content was greatly reduced at 980nm in DCH. The maximum CW

output power was 1 .3W, which was limited by thermal saturation. Single mode operation was extended up to 700mW. And

500mW lank-free output was reproducibly obtained in a seff-aligned real index guide structure. Preliminarylife tests showed the

stable operation at 300mW-50°C and 300mW-70°C.

Keywords:High-power laser diodes, Catastrophic optical damage(COD), InGaAs/AlGaAs laser, Decoupled confinement

heterostructure(DCH)

1.INTROI)UCTION

High-power and high reliability laser diodes ai requiied in vaiious industiious fields such as DPSS, printing, medical

treatment, material processing and telecommunication.

980nm laser diode is most inpoitant devices as a pump souice in eibium-doped fiber ampliiieis(EDFAs)' of optical

transmission system applications, since it has low-noise figure than l4SOnm pumping.

However so Jar it is generally believed that the reliability ofhigh-power of980nm laser diodes is not good as 1480nm laser
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because of the occunence of catastiophic optical mirmr damage (COMD)'9. Namely nonnidiative recombination and

reabsorption oflaser light via sur!äce states on the normal facets induces facet heat-up, subsequent facet degradation and finally

sudden failure in high-power operation2'3.

To overcome this problem, a variety of laser structures, that is, window structure, flicet passivation etc. has been developed.

And we have proposed decoupled confinement heterostructure (DCH) in GaAS/AIGaAS quantum-well laser diodes4.

lii this paper, 980nm broad areaand single mode InGaAs/A1GaAs lasers th DCH ait reported. The authors think that those

lasers have two e&cts. First, gain coupling tor F is le to be ieduced. So equivalent veitical beam width d/ r is

enlaiged. As a result, COD level is incieased and reliability in high-power opemtion is enhanced. And simultaneously the

decrease of F suppitssed hole burning eIct. So in the case ofsingle mode lasers, lateral mode is expected to be moie

stabilized for less F and higher power single mode operation is anticipated. Second, reduction ofAl content is possible in

comparison with SCH. So DCH gets the advantage to low electric andlow thermal resistance. This has an effect of supressing

temperature rising oflaser chip and improving energy efficiency. And it is favemble to broad arealasers which is operated on large

current.

2.LASER STRUCTURES FLEXIBLY DESiGNED BY DCH

In Fig. 1 , a schematic DCH epitaxial profile is shown. DCH laser diode is characterizedby broadened waveguide layers and

thin carrier-block layers sandwiching active area It is one of the atures of DCFI that veiy flexible design ofoptical intense

distribution inthe waveguide mode is possible. Due to decoupling between carrier and optical confinement, it expands freedom

of designing laser diodes.
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Fig. 1 Cross sectional figure oflaser diode and schematic epitaxial proffle for DCH

For examplelaser diodes with avariety ofdl F can be designed keeping a vertical FFP angle constant. Here d is the width

ofqwantum well and F is a gain coupling victor per quantum well. In Fig2, near field and k held pattems(NFP,FFP) of

typical design are shown, which are calculatedby multi-layer waveguide approximation6'7. Ingeneral, normalized frequency V

in 3 layer slab waveguide approxmation is defined by V=ic WI A(n- n2)05. Here, W is the thickness of waveguide region in
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between cladding layers, A is wavelength, nand n are reflective indices ofwaveguide and cladding layers. Those values aie
(a)--irJ2 (b)--ir, respectively. In Fig.2, it is seen that d/ increases with normalized frequency V. And optical peak intensity
of waveguide mode is reduced with the same FFP angle 2Odegrees. And existence of carner-block layer affects NFP and d/ F1,
but not FFP strongly. Generally it is necessary to make cavity length longer in orderto maintain laser oscillation for less F
1.Therefore it is important to lessen internal loss as small as possible. So minimum is actually limitted by internal loss
and net gain characteristics of quantum-well as a function of current density.

N.F.P.

F.F.P.

Vr/2 V7r

3. COD LEVEL OF GaAs-QW AND InGaAs-QW LASERS

COD level of InGaAs/AlGaAs qauntum-well laser diodes was compared with that of 860nmGaAs/A1GaAs quantum-well
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Fig.2 Calculated vertical NFP and FFP of two typical designs of DCH with V—-ir/2 andir
NFP is normalized by integral intensity. ]FFP is normalized by peak intensity.

Both designs have the same FWHM of FFP and quite different in NFP and d/F1.
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laser. in Fig.3, COD levels devided by lateral waveguide width of uncoated front facet lasers are shown as a function ofd/ F .

The front Iicetoflasers was as cleaved and the rcar!äcet was coated to be 95% reflectivity with dielectric multi films. The laser

stmctuie was ridge or sellaligned stmctuie(SAS) waveguide with latetal waveguide width of4-- lOim and cavity length of

15OOtm. COD level was measured at the condition of SOjisec-Pulse opeiation at 25°C. As seen in Fig.3, COD level is

normalized by d/ F . Itwas found out that COD level oflaser diodes with InGaAs/A1GaAs quantumwell was about twice as

high as that of laser diodes with GaAs/AIGaAs quantum-well. For around d/F ljim, COD level of GaAs/A1GaAs

quantum-well laser was -5OmW/jim and that of InGaAS/AIGaAS qauntum-well laser was '-11OmW/tm.

In the case ofhigh-power operation oflaser diodes, life time oflasers are subject to sudden failure due to 1icet degradation ,that

is,COMD and it is strongly dependent on power density8'9. In Fig4, time-to-COMD are shown as afunction ofmdiated power

density per 1 tm lateral waveguide width on the occasion of operating 860nm ridge waveguided A1GaAS/GaAS laser diodes. In

this case the lasets weze coated to be 4% front with Al203 by conventional RF-sputter and 95% rear et iellectivity as

mentioned above. They were operated on auto power control (APC) at 20°C. It shows time-to-COMD decreased as operating

power density increased. And it was indicated that time-to-COME) was hightened by enlargement of d/ .Measurement of

time-to-COME) of LnGaAs/A1GaAs quatum-well laser diodes is under investigation.
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4.InGaAs/AIGaAs BROAD AREA LASERS

InGaAs/AIGaAs broad area gain guided laser diodes as shown in Fig.5 were fabricated. Invertical waveguid structure, V was

approximately ic. in the active layer, quntum-well composition was mo. IgGao.82As and quantum-well number was 2 . The aperture

size was 5Oxm or 1OOim in this experiment. The fitnt and rear icet iellectivities were 2% and 96%,itspectively. The laser

cavity length was l500-2000pim. The laserdiode chips were bondedjunction down on CuW submount with AuSn solder or

diamond submount with hi solder.

Internal loss was estimated to be about 1 .5cm' by the plot which showed reciprocal slope efficiency as afunction of reciprocal

mirror loss. This is one ofthe smallest values so kas the authers know. It is thought that this value owes modulation doping
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Fig.3 COD level as a function ofdlr Fig.4 Time-to-COMD as a function ofradiated power density



beten waveguide and cladding layer. And it is also quite effective in reducing electrical resistivity. Even 50im aperture device

had maximum output power of over 8W in 50isec pulse operation at 25°C.
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Fig.5 Cross sectional figure of InGaAs/AIGaAs broad area laser diodes

In Fig.6 and Fig. 7, L-1 characteristics of5Oj,tm aperture and 1 OOlsm aperture devices in CW-operation are shown respectively.

Only for these data, devices were bonded on diamond submounts with In solder. In the case of 50ini-apcrture. the maximum

output power was 6.3W at 20°C and conversion efficiency was ----55%. The maximum output power of I00tm-aperture device

was 9.5W at 10°C. It was limitted by thermal saturation. And energy conversion efficiency of laser diode peaked '—56% at

2.5W for IOOllm device.
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The reliability ofthose lasers was investigated. Fig.8 shows the CW aging test results. Under the condition of 50°C-I .0W,

all the 14 devices have been operating for over 13.000hrs without any foilures. The estimated Mean Time Between Failure
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(MTBF) in exponential model was about 200,0(X) hours at 60% conlidence level under tius condition. And the calculated

median life (ML) in log-normal model was about one hundred thousand hours at End of Life (EOL) of 20% current increase.

5,000 10,000 15,000

Time (hrs)
Fig.8 Reliability test result of 50jim aperture broad area laser diodes under the condition of 5odcg-IW

5.InGaAs/AIGaAs II4DEX GUIDED LASERS

By the process consisted of multi-step metalorganic vapor phase epitaxv(MOVPE). SAS waveguided laser diodes were

fabricated as shown in Fig. 9. The vertical waveguide structures wre designed to make the beam divergence angle to be 27degrce

in FWHM. Lateral waveguide width was 4-'6im. The laser font icet was coated with A1203 and rear icet with dielectnc

multi films. The font and rear icet reflectivities were 2% and 96%. respectively. The laser cavity length was i8oom. The

lasers ure mounted on Cu/W heatsinks junction p-side down.
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Fig.9 Cross sectional figure of lnGaAs/AIGaAs SAS index guided laser diode

Typical L-l chanteristics and energy efficiency at 25°C-CW operation aie shown in Fig. 10. Maximum output power was
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about 1.3W. Catastrophic degradation was not observed and light output was limited by thermal saturation. Threshold current
and slope efficiency at 25°C were -9OmA and O.90W/A,respectively. Energy efficiency of the laserdiode peaked --47% at
output power nearly 300mW.

As shown in Fig. 11, lateral single mode operation in some devices extendedup to 700mW CW at 25°C. At the kink level,
lateral lr field single mode pattern was disturbed. Beam divergence angles of perpendicular andparallel fir-field pattern to
junction plane were about 27 and 7 degrees FWHM at 300mW, respectively.

0

Fig. 12 L-I characteristics of unselected 17 devices of fabricated SAS-index guided DCH-LD

In Fig. 12, L-I characteristics up to 700mW of unselected 17 devices are shown. The high kink level over 500mW was kept
reproducibly kept to high-power level of over 500mW. It indicates that vely stable fabrication was realized dueto the structure
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Fig. 10 L-I characteristics of index guided DCII
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Fig. 15 shows the preliminaiy CW aging test results. Under the condition ofSO°C-300mW, theyhave been operating for near

4,000hrs. At 70°C, the several laser diodes have been operating for over 2,000hrs. Systematiclife tests axe going on.
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In addition, experimental single mode fiber (SMF)-coupling output power of over 300mW was obtained reproducibly at25°C.

It is thought that the result was reflected by not only high-power single mode operation but also better beam qualityofDCH

laser diode at high-power level.
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produced by simple process. And it is thought that the effect of lower F led this goodresult to optical mode as stated above.

Fig. 13 show temperature dependence of L-I characteristics in CW operation at the range of 20-80°C. The maximum power

over 600mW was obtained at 70°C. And as seen in Fig. 14, single spatial mode operation upto 400mW was kept even at high

temperature 70°C.
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Fig. 13 L-I characteristics in 20-80°C
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Fig. 14 Lateral FFP in 100-400mW at 70°C
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Fig. 15 Preliminary CW aging test results



6.SUMMARY

The excellent chaiacteiistics of the laser diodes with DCH structure in the InGaAs/AlGaAs mateiial system weie

demonstrated. And we suggested possibility of high-power devices for pump source.

InGaAs/A1GaAs broad area laser diodes achieved high-power and high reliable operation ofMTBF oftwo hundred thousand

at 50°C. And index guided lasers ofhigh-power single mode operation over 500mW were reproducibly obtained. Preliminary

reliability test was shown at high-power operation of300mW. The reliability tests along Bellcore' s requirements are going to

be executed.

Finally from now on, the high-powerlaser diodes used in EDFA or other usage will be advanced so kas infonnation society

makes progress. We shall go on challenging development of the highest power laser diodes.
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